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Google Challenges Apple, Microsoft with Nexus 7
#Periscope Jon Fullmer, VivaKi staff writer - July 17, 2012
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In the beginning, there was the iPad.

And then there was the Dell Streak.

And then the Samsung Galaxy.

Later, there was the BlackBerry Playbook, Toshiba Thrive, HP TouchPad and a host of other handheld options.

And let's not forget the Amazon Kindle, which surfaced solely as an e-reader and quickly evolved into the Kindle

Fire, a competitive tablet device that benefited from Amazon's enormous database of multimedia offerings, not to

mention one of the largest and most devoted customer bases in the world.

And "the beginning" was only 2010.
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With so many name-brand companies begetting newer and more sophisticated options, how can consumers be

expected to choose just one tablet?

If these things can take off this quickly in a mere two years, where will the tablet be in the next two years, let alone

the next twenty?

Well, Google decided to make that decision even tougher.

The online empire recently introduced the Nexus 7, a 7-incher that allows users to access over 600,000

downloadable applications through a database affectionately called Google Play, a system that functions similarly

to Apple's App Store.

ADAGE

Google Introduces Nexus Tablet, Stepping Up Apple
Challenge ...

Jun 27, 2012 ... Google has introduced a $199 handheld

computer called the Nexus 7 that has a 7-inch screen and is

designed to help the...

With a price point starting at only $199, the Nexus aims to compete against bestselling competitors such as

Apple's iPad (starting at $499) and Amazon's Kindle Fire (also $199). And thanks to a host of great features and a

sleek design, the Nexus has already joined the ranks of top brands such as Samsung and Sony on review sites,

including CNET.
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Hands on with Google's Nexus 7 tablet - First Look

But Google has also received some pretty heavy criticism.

For it's packaging, that is.

Scott Oldford
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Call me an Apple fanboy  but like a lot of things they  do Apple has got

packaging figured out. This unboxing of the Google Nexus 7  is hilarious.

Mike Sobotka
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Mine is coming in on Tuesday , I hope it is easier for me to unbox...

Ah Tim
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Funny  Nexus 7  Unbox! (Comebine all unbox  v ideos)

gizmodo.com/5926349/the-goo…

Puzzling packaging aside, other critics are questioning Google's timing and intentions. Sure, 2010 was only two

years ago, but in a market already flooded with an array of options, where does Google fit in?
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Google Chasing Dreams and Burning Bridges with the
Nexus 7 ...

Jun 30, 2012 ... The Nexus 7 is an interesting play from Google. At a

personal ... Google Chasing Dreams and Burning Bridges with the N...

And Google's recent purchase of Motorola, a company that has already created its own successful Android tablet,

XOOM, only seems to add to the mystery, not to mention striking some consumers as a conflict of interest.

WWW.SLASHGEAR.COM

Google: Nexus 7 is proof we won't give Motorola special treatment ...

Jun 29, 2012 ... Google has explained why it selected ASUS rather than Motorola

Mobility for the Nexus 7 tablet, arguing that the good ...

Could this be the sign of an online giant becoming tyrannical?
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Or is Google simply flexing its muscles?
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One thing is for sure: Whether they're intimidated or not, Google's competitors are likely to flex back.

BIZJOURNALS

Apple resonds to Google's Nexus 7 and Goggles.

Jul 5, 2012 ... Google has the wearable computer known as

Project Glass, Microsoft has the first...

And so the designers continue their quest to create the most innovative computer yet.

Or in the words of one famous computer, "I am putting myself to the fullest possible use, which is all I think that

any conscious entity can ever hope to do."
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2001 A Space Odyssey: HAL9000

Note the tablets at the 1:18 mark. Look awfully familiar, don't they?

This was 1968. Could Apple have taken some cues from Hollywood?

Or perhaps the tablet hasn't evolved as quickly as we like to think.
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